
production The action of creating and refining a video

framing How the subject is positioned within the video e.g. close
up/far away or centred/to one side 

angle The direction that the camera is pointing in relation to the
subject

zoom How close up or far away the subject is

panning Moving the camera as you film

static camera Keeping the camera still as you film

export Saving the changes you have made to a video as a file

Careers in media

VideographerVideographer
Plan, record and edit

videos for events,
documentaries etc.

Cr
ea

ting Media

Did You Know?Did You Know?Did You Know?
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VocabularyVocabulary

That I can use editing software to change how
images look, or improve images
To experiment with different editing tools and
describe how they change an image
To change the composition of a photo to make
it more balanced

I have already learned:I have already learned:

I am going to learn:I am going to learn:
KNOWLEDGE GEMSKNOWLEDGE GEMS

Outcome: 
To plan, create and edit a video in the style of
a DanTDM video. 

How to use different types of framing and
camera angles in my videos
To plan a video including the filming
techniques I will use by creating a storyboard
To use the recording setting and features on
my video device to improve the look and
sound of my video
To reshoot and edit to improve my video



Co
mputer Science

In
fo

rm

ation Technology

Di

gital Literacy

How computers work and
how they are made.

How to use computers to
create digital content.

How to be safe and
responsible on computers.

Which strands of computing have you been learning about today?Which strands of computing have you been learning about today?

Building Blocks to E-Safety

Useful LinksUseful Links

"Through the lens of
creativity, we capture the

moments that make life an
extraordinary
masterpiece."

E-Safety Tips
Protect personal information: Never share your real
name, address, or phone number online, and use a
creative username.
Choose safe platforms: Use kid-friendly video-sharing
platforms with parental approval, and avoid
inappropriate ones.
Respect copyright and consent: Always use legally
licensed content and obtain permission when filming
others.
Be kind and avoid cyberbullying: Treat others
respectfully in comments and report any mean behavior..


